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the following panel discussion and selected audience com-
ments and questions came in reaction to the following papers
J reuben clarkdarkoark jr the constitution and the great funda-

mentalsmentals by martin B hickman J reuben clarkdarkoark jr law
and international order by edwin B firmage and christo-
pher L blakesley and J reuben clarkdarkoark jr on american
sovereignty and international organization by james B ali-
en

all-
en the panelists had read the full papers which had to be
summarized for the audience because of time limitations dr
hillam was the panel moderator

MODERATOR ray C hillam chairman department of politi-
cal science brigham young university

discussants neal A maxwell church commissioner of
education

robert S jordan chairman department of
political science state university of new york at
binghamton

neal A maxwell is the commissioner of education for the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints in which position he supervises all seminaries
institutes elementary and secondary schools colleges and institutions of
higher learning of the church A former executive vice president of the
university of utah dr maxwell has served in numerous academic and
civic capacities and has written many articles on politics and government for
national professional and church publications he is also the author of
two very popular books A more excellent way and for the power isis in
them

dr jordan chairman of the department of political science state university
of new york at binghamton has an extensive and distinguished background
in academic and international affairs he has among other things served as
dean of the faculty of economic and social studies and head of the de-
partmentpartment of political science at the university of sierra leone director of
the foreign affairs intern program for the school of public and international
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martin B hickman dean of the college of
social sciences brigham young university

james B alienallenailen assistant church historian and
professor of history at brigham young university

NEAL A MAXWELL

I1 find myself very grateful to the department of political
science for putting together this panorama about president
clarkdarkoark I1 have no major quarrels with the papers except that
the pressures of time have made the reading of these papers
abbreviated because of their brevity the abbreviations have
not done justice to what these men have so laboriously put
together I1 am grateful that BYU studies will be presenting
these and other papers to us in a form that we can savor

it is too bad that the young members of the church today
do not know president clarkdarkoark because there is so much about
him that they would appreciate they would resonate to his
immense personal integrity and consistency today the young
are reaching out to find those who are believable and who
tell you clearly where they stand president clarkdarkoark was just as
wary of slogans as many young people are today

he cautioned us about how we can amend the U S

constitution in the wrong way and about how the manner in
which wars are to be declared must be guarded many ameri-
cans have a gnawing feeling that we have not gone about
these two kinds of things legitimately we are faced as some
would put it with a crisis of legitimacy the problem of un-
declared wars such as the vietnam encounter has probably
shaken america as much as anything since the civil war
I1 do not think that we will ever be the same again as a
nation

let me react quickly to president clarkdarkoark as I1 would see him
from within the prism of my own experience first president
clarkdarkoark anticipated the challenge of the american military
bureaucracy to our society it is not that the military is con

affairs george washington university and as consultant for the overseas
liaison committee of the american council of education he has published
widely in scholarly and professional publications and has written and edited
a number of books including government and power inm west africa europe
and the superpowersSuper powers and problems inin international relations with hubert
gibbs and andrew gyorgy

biographical information for other panel members may be found with their
individual articles
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spiratorialspiratorial it is that they have come to have almost a life of
their own in one of his speeches president clark said our
militaristsmilitarisms will no more be able to let a great army lie unused
than they were able to withhold the use of the atom bomb
once they had it if there is something about the nature
of power namely that few individuals can cope with it with-
out abusing their authority as the doctrine & covenants

section 121 tells us there is his anticipation of this problem
seems to metome to be very significant

fischer who now writes for fortune once said that there
are several conditions to be met in order to create andor
maintain a free and democratic society two of the conditions
call for the absence of a large standing military force and for
peaceful borders it is significant that president clark in his
work with the department of state involving american rela-
tions with latin america and in his speaking about the
tendencies of a large standing military force dwelt on both of
these conditions which are allied to the maintenance of
freedom

second president clark described the U S constitution
as godsgods form of human government this is completely con-
sistent with what we read in the 98th and loist sections of
the doctrine and covenants the lord says freedom belongs
to all mankind that the constitution should be maintained
for the rights and protection of all flesh

third it probably took vietnam and the consequences of
that war to shake the elite liberals in america into realizing
what wise conservatives like president clark have long said
that there is a kind of arrogance that goes with power in his
writings david halberstam noted that shortly after lyndon
johnson had come back from his first cabinet meeting as
vice president of the united states he sought out speaker
sam rayburn his old mentor he described with a sense of ex-
citementcitement his impressions of the new elite managers that
president john F kennedy had assembled sam rayburn
said well lyndon everything you say may be right and
they may be every bit as able as you say but id feel a
whole lot better if just one of them had run for sheriff
once this is a healthy skepticism halberstam also wrote
about how one of these same elite managers who served
two presidents in the gos said recently when I1 entered gov
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ernment in 1961 1I thought that it could do good that what
we could accomplish for people was limitless now I1 feel
that government is not only not a friend but it is probably
the enemy

fourth what martin hickman has said about the im-
portance of limited government ought not to be overlooked
the constitution did make an effort to circumscribe govern-
ment some of the harsh lessons of history which are coming
in now confirm president clarkdarkoark s insights about the wisdom
of limited government A satire about andrew carnegie s

ostentatious philanthropy once noted that carnegie was de-
terminedtermined that there would be a carnegie library in every com-
munity in america whether the community wanted one or not
perhaps the descendant of that kind of tradition is today s

civil servant who now seeks to impose a particular federal
program on a community whether it wants it or not president
clarkdarkoark alerted us to this do goodismgoodyism not just in domestic
affairs but in international matters as well no less a
liberal than patrick moynihan has observed that he wished
that liberals could acquire what conservatives seem to be born
with a healthy skepticism about the power of government
programs to do good

fifth president clarkdarkoark suggests that there were some un-
amendable portions in the U S constitution such as those
that deal with the separation of powers and the first amend-
ment freedom of the press religion and speech etc he said
these should not be changed the constitution has a special
meaning for the latter day saint it is a shelter we must not
destroy

I1 am also impressed that president clarkdarkoark makes such a
marvelous connection with the wisdom of john quincy adams
who said in 1820 when we were being pressed to get in-
volved in european affairs and to renounce our isolationism
that while we sympathize with those who are struggling
abroad against tyranny america goes not abroad in search of
monsters to destroy we are well wishers for freedom for all
and we are champion and vindicator only of our own later
adams said we must keep the lamp burning brightly on the
western shore as a light to all nations rather than hazard
its existence amid the ruins of falling republics in europe
that lamp could be snuffed out anywhere if we are too ven-
turesometuresome
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finally it seems clear to me that president clarkdarkoark is correct
when he says that without the gospel the efforts of people
to achieve peace however sincere are reminiscent of sisyphus
that figure in greek mythology who is ever rolling the stone
up to the top of the hill only to see it come crashing down
never quite succeeding

As a postscript let me add that it will be important for us
to look at events in terms of historical priorities not that we
can be unconcerned with contemporary challenges but rather
so we don t get locked in on a view of things that will make
us ignore the wisdom of president clarkdarkoark thank you

ROBERT JORDAN

firstletfirstleyfirst letiet me say how much I1 appreciate being able to come
to BYUBYIJ and participate on this panel when I1 was a graduate
student at princeton studying international law and had occa-
sion to come west I1 asked president clarkdarkoark if I1 could come by
his office and talk to him I1 was pleased and flattered when
he said that I1 could I1 showed up for the appointment ex-
pecting to get about five minutes when I1 went into his office
his desk was cleared and he was obviously willing to give time
to a graduate student we must have talked for about forty
five minutes afterwards he said now listen if I1 have not
dealt with your questions adequately come again I1 think
this is an indication of his willingness not only to be available
but also to discuss and develop his ideas I1 have a very fond
memory of president clarkdarkoark although I1 cannot really say that
I1 knew him personally

when I1 was reading jim allenalienailen s paper where he said
that president clarkdarkoark was forty eight years old in 1919 it
really struck me because I1 am not yet forty eight years old and
president clarkdarkoark was at that time less than halfway through
his career we can see the impact which he had on world
affairs and on the church when we consider that much of
his career lay ahead of him even though he was already in
1919 a distinguished man

I1 think that one of the dangers of analyzing the writings
of a great man is that we have a tendency to impose a syste-
matic uniformity or an internal consistency on his thought that
perhaps was not even intended by the writer this is inevitable
in any man s career because we all tend to address our
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thoughts and hence writings to one thing at a time only
later on perhaps do we try to connect up our thoughts of the
moment in order to weigh their degree of overall consistency

for example how can one reconcile president clarkdarkoark s ab-
horrencehorrence of intervention with his strong belief in the liberal
democratic political system which was being snuffed out in
europe between 1919 and 1939 it is a dilemma which the
world in general had as well as being reflected in president
clarkdarkoark s writing and it is not easily reconciled let me give
another dilemma how can one reconcile the notion that at
the end of world war 11II the united states should be pri-
marily concerned with its own affairs with the perception that
there was obviously one great power and only one in the
world which apparently was pushing the united states into
a global confrontation this bipolar world was not the kind
of world that existed prior to 1914 when president clarkdarkoark had
developed many of his ideas and convictions about the efficacy
of using nonviolentnon violent means in the settlement of disputes among
nations

in sum I1 am suggesting that there are historical dilemmas
which do not necessarily lend themselves to any kind of in-
ternal consistency but as we review president clarkdarkoark s writ-
ings on international affairs we find that he is very consistent
in advocating the efficacy of mediation arbitration and the
peaceful settlement of disputes through international legal
means which concepts were evolving in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries even though the international politi-
cal environment after 1914 was fundamentally altered

now a second point that I1 would make is that there are
basically two ways to end war one of them is called a peace
of reconciliation by which the defeated enemy is treated in
such a way that he will not desire to change forcibly the terms
of the peace to do so would be to employ a revisionist foreign
policy the other kind of peacemakingpeace making is punitive in nature
by which to the victor belong the spoils and the vanquished
has to accept the consequences thereof president clarkdarkoark was
a man who believed firmly in reconciliation he was con-
fronted in 1919 with a very frustrating situation for him and
his career he had played an influential role in the develop-
ment of the legal approach to the settlement of international
disputes after the two hague peace conferences which had
advanced the anglo saxon legal concepts of peaceful settle
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ment through mediation and arbitration it seemed reasonable
and likely that the states of europe would adjust their behavior
and constrain themselves within this emerging legal frame-
work he was very much involved in the planning of ameri-
can participation in the third hague conference which was
to have convened in 1916 1I think it is fair to say that
if that conference had taken place president clarkdarkoark s con-
ception of peaceful settlement might have been advanced to
the stage where power politics among states could have been
domesticated but world war I1 interrupted and ended this
effort

if I1 had been president clarkdarkoark at that time involved cen-
trally in the planning of the american position for the third
hague conference I1 would have been very frustrated and
disturbed world war I1 became literally a civil war among
the states of the west it was a disaster not only in military
terms but also in economic social and moral terms I1 think
he saw and therefore rightly opposed the punitive provisions
of the settlement of world war I1 against germany as con-
tained in the treaty of versailles he argued strongly for a
peace of reconciliation which regretfully could only partially
be achieved through the covenant of the league of nations

As we move on to 1939 and the outbreak of world war
II11 it is noteworthy to review his address to the iloth semi-
annual conference of the church in october of that year by
this time you will remember world war 11II was under way
and virtually all the european powers had chosen up sides
here is what president clarkdarkoark said

if we shall rebuild our lost moral power and influence by
measures such as these which will demonstrate our love for
humanity our justice our fairmindednessmindednessfair our determination
to do works of righteousness as god shall make them known
to us we shall then be where at a fitting and promising time
remember the war is already going on we can offer medi-

ation between the two belligerents he meant this to be the
two belligerent alliances and bringing our moral power
and influence into action we shall have a fair chance to bring
an end to the criminal slaughter of our fellowmenlowmenfel and to
give birth to a peace that shall be lasting because just and
fair to every people

looking back at world war 1I and seeing that a punitive
peace a peace that puts the defeated power at a more or less
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permanent disadvantage sowsbows its own seeds for future war
president clarkdarkoark was saying after world war II11 had already
begun surely this is infinitely more honorable will have
in it infinitely more of humanity will be infinitely nearer
to the master s way than sending ourour young sons overseas to
be murdered he uses the word murdered and I1 think
one cannot use a more emotional term a more judgmentaljudgmental
term to describe war among states

A third and related point that I1 want to make is that
president clarkdarkoark was very instrumental in helping to shape the
american outlook toward the settlement of disputes the
united states when president clarkdarkoark entered public life just
after the turn of the century had not yet moved onto the
center stage of world politics the united states was not seen
as a great power and its interests were still largely motivated
by commercial rather than political military considerations
thus the kinds of international disputes which were subject
to mediation and conciliation often had a commercial character
to them president clarkdarkoark would have deplored involvement
in them if it were otherwise he was very much opposed to
establishing political or security definitions of vital interests
precisely because they are the most difficult to settle through
means other than war the point I1 am making is that by
1939 in contrast the united states was a great power at the
center of world politics world war II11 had begun and it
was pretty obvious that it was going to be even more disastrous
than world war 1I but president clarkdarkoark was still arguing that
the united states should stay aloof from the conflict and re-
serve its moral capital to help in the eventual settlement
however how is it in fact possible for a great power to remain
aloof in this way from a global confrontation the forces
of history had indeed changed

president clarkdarkoark in 1939 had taken clear issue with where
the american vital interest should rest from 1919 until
the present the united states has assumed the role that britain
had played in europe in the century of the pax britannica
that it is in the vital interests of the offshore power first
britain and then the united states to prevent the continent
of europe from being dominated by a single power or coalition
of powers it had been britain s role to align itself with the
weaker coalition to resist a stronger coalition that might
threaten to dominate europe the geopolitical rationale for
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the intervention of the united states in europe during world
war I1 was due to the prospect that the central powers might
win and that germany would then be the dominant power
the same rationale applied both to world war 11II and to the
american intervention in europe after world war II11 that we
legitimized through the signing of the north atlantic treaty
world war 11II was an anti german intervention NATO was
an anti russian or communist intervention

but notwithstanding we have president clarkdarkoark saying again
I1 quote from 1939 who shall dominate europe is a question
that has been in our international situation from the beginning
of our national life it is not our concern there is neither
reason nor excuse for our entry into this european war its
issues have for us no vital interest wise statesmanship will
keep us from that war I1 think that in this episode president
clarkdarkoark revealed a willingness to say things which were at the
time unpopular when he took issue with the american in-
terventiontervention in world war 11II and opposed the signing of re-
gional security treaties after world war 11II what he was
saying was that it is not necessarily vital to american inter-
ests to prevent the domination of europe by a single great
power if this meant waging global war at the same time
however as I1 have already pointed out he was strongly op-
posed to the communist form of government and equally
strongly supportive of the form of liberal democracy set forth
in the american constitution

let me move now to another point since world war 1I
the united states has been a great power in european politics
the dilemma is this Is it possible for a great power to medi-
ate other great power conflicts it is pretty clear that a small
power can mediate great power conflicts if the parties are will-
ing witness the portsmouth treaty mediated by the united
states to settle the russo japanese war and one or more
great powers can mediate a small power conflict as the soviet
union did in 1966 between india and pakistan at tashkentTashkent
but has it in fact been possible for the united states after
having become a great power to mediate great power conflicts
in which states equal to us in interests and commitments would
accept our good offices I1 cannot answer the question
I1 can only pose it president clarkdarkoark was convinced that it was
possible and that we ought to hold ourselves ready
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now this takes me to an observation that was very im-
portant to president clarkdarkoark any power which desires to play
a mediatory role successfully must itself be morally or techni-
cally detached from the conflict was it possible for a great
power such as the united states after 1919 to detach itself
sufficiently from its own conceptions of its vital interests or
from its wide variety of commitments in world affairs to be
a credible mediator I1 think that president oarkdarkclark would
clearly say that the united states should mediate only if it
could maintain its own national integrity here is where I1
think the contribution of dean hickman is important that
is that there is a linkage between the way in which we conduct
our affaffairsairs domestically with the moral imperative that we de-
sire to exert internationally to fail to be true to our liberal
democratic heritage which emphasizes the constraint of power
places us in the situation of being tempted to use our national
power too readily for political military purposes which presi-
dent clarkdarkoark would have deplored it is fairly obvious that this
is what has happened since the end of world war II11 as has
been pointed out so we have here I1 think a linkage between
president clarkdarkoark s notion of the importance of conserving the
national moral integrity which is vital to any mediatory power
with the way in which the united states has organized and ar-
ranged its own affairs in the past quarter century

now another point which I1 would like to make is that I1

think it is very difficult for us to project ourselves backward
in time just as it is very difficult for any of us to project our-
selves forward in time this is not easy for anyone to do and
I1 certainly agree with our speakers that the questions that
president clarkdarkoark posed as to how states should conduct their
affairs with one another give rise to extremely relevant moral
dilemmas which we face as a great power in world politics
but if we consider the use of mediation and arbitration as
against the use of force to settle disputes between states then
we have to ask ourselves whether nonactionnon action in world politics
is as efficacious as action the answer to that question for a
small power is perhaps but when we ask it in the context
of the role of a great power then we must conclude that the
absence of action itself clearly can be as great an influence
upon other states as the opposite situation not to have inter-
vened in world war I1 or world war 11II or not to have ne-
gotiated and ratified the north atlantic treaty would have
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themselves in the judgment of history been viewed as affirma-
tive political acts and here I1 think we have a dilemdalemdilemma be-
cause of the sheer size and scope of the interests of the united
states after world war 11II when we were unquestionably not
only the greatest economic power but also the greatest mili-
tary power possessing as we did a monopoly of atomic
weapons the magnitude of our national power made us like
the elephant and the mouse with respect to the rest of the
world in other words whether or not the united states stood
outside the framework of the interactions of other states
america s posture could not help but exercise a determinant
force on the outcome of events president clarkdarkoark does not in
his later writings appear to have resolved this dilemma

the final point that I1 would make has to do with the no-
tion of collective security collective security as it was de-
fended by those who believed in the league of nations sys-
tem was based on the assumption that aggression of any kind
by one state against another should be automatically opposed
and this could only be done successfully by mobilizing an un-
ambiguously overwhelming coalition of force this notion
requires a non ideological definition of a just war that
is a just war is only that war which is waged by an over-
whelmingwhelming coalition of states to prevent or frustrate an act of
aggression no matter what the cause or provocation excepting
only national self defense pending the introduction of or the
exhaustion of peacemakingpeace making machinery now as we know
from the interwar period of 191919391919 1939 the basic assumption
of collective security proved to be a very faulty premise I1

think president clarkdarkoark was rightfully skeptical of it but then
the dilemma which we have had since the end of world war
II11 is what do we put in its place what kind of deterrent can
be structured that will allow aggression to pass out of existence
as a means by which states advance or defend their interests
this has been a terrible dilemma for americans as a whole
because we have not found the answer

we have in our own national tradition that ideal which
president clarkdarkoark exemplifies of trying to see the use of force as
the very last resort in the settlement of disputes what form
of international machinery is best as an alternative to the uni-
lateral use of force to settle a peace or to limit a conflict
what system can we envisage to keep the peace that leads
neither to unbridled international power politics based on
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force nor to the elimination of the nation state system by the
introduction of some form of global imperium or world
government there are those who would argue that the an-
swer lies as imperfect as it is with some sort of organized
coalition of states operating within agreed upon norms of
international political behavior they say that we should com-
promise sovereignty selectively rather than reject it outright
in order to find an uneasy balance between the legal con-
cept of the peaceful settlement of disputes through such inter-
national legal means as conciliation mediation and arbitration
on the one hand and the collective security concept of using
overwhelming force against all attempts to break the peace
on the other in this highly imperfect world we could thus ar-
rive at a situation in which while war cannot be entirely
eliminated we can constrain and avoid most of the conse-
quences of endless warfare

I1 leave these observations with you in the hope that they
will stimulate further discussion among my colleagues on the
panel and with the audience in the time remaining thank you

MARTIN HICKMAN

let me respond to two things professor jordan has raised
someone once asked chief justice hughes what he would do
with regard to a foreign policy issue after he became chief
justice and was no longer secretary of state he said 1 I
would first ask to see the files president clarkdarkoark did not have
the files after he left the state department he was always
careful to point out that he was speaking as a critic and not
as a policymakerpolicy maker I1 do not know if robert is suggesting that
we looked to president clarkdarkoark as a policy guide during this
period I1 am not sure he ever saw himself in that role because
he did not have all of the information he did not have the
files

what I1 get from president clarkdarkoark is a sense of limit we
have not had this sense of limit since 1939 we have thought
we could do everything if I1 remember correctly from the days
when I1 taught a course in international organization it is the
peace keeping operations of the united nations that have
threatened to destroy it that the first such effort by the united
nations which was korea has led to peace keeping efforts
in the middle east the congo and cyprus and it is precisely
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those efforts that have been most dysfunctionaldys functional in order to
keep the organization together we have practically had to
abandon all peace keeping efforts and to concentrate on what
we might call functional cooperation in the economic and
social areas where we can agree there is a debate going on
among theorists as to whether institution building precedes
functional cooperation or the reverse I1 think what president
clarkdarkoark is saying in some kind of theoretical sense if I1 interpret
him correctly is that the functional cooperation has to be
there it has to exist before you can institutionalize it

ROBERT JORDAN

I1 do not think so I1 think president clarkdarkoark is more consistent
in his opinion of functionalism as a means to resolve or ame-
liorate conflict for example he was opposed to the marshall
plan he was opposed to involving ourselves economically in
the affairs of other states he believed strongly that there
cannot help but be political strings attached to economic
aid it matters not whether these strings are explicit or im-
plicit aid giving is merely another form of intervention in
the affairs of another country making that government sub-
servient in some way president clarkdarkoark did not believe that
the united states should do that thus I1 am not sure he
would agree to the functional approach in international organi-
zation any more than he would agree to peace keeping as it
was practiced in the first two decades of the united nations
both are forms of intervention

MARTIN HICKMAN

clarkdarkoark perceives a sense of community that grows out of
his concern for international law he understood that inter-
national law could grow by usage and by tradition and that
with codification it could become a constraint on the behavior
of states I1 am suggesting that in the future he would have
seen a voluntary compliance with international law that in
effect would have meant institutionalization

ROBERT JORDAN

that raises a good point that has not been brought up today
by any of us the question of jurisdiction president clarkdarkoark
realized that to have an international political system based
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upon law it was necessary for states to agree in advance that
they would abide by the decision of a court or tribunal this
inevitably means a derogation of sovereignty such a system
of law is central to president clarkdarkoark s belief that parties to a
dispute must be predisposed to accept arbitration mediation
or conciliation from there hopefully there could emerge the
practice of agreeing to compulsory jurisdiction in which
states would agree in advance to abide by a decision or award
if the world attained that level of the compromise of sov-
ereignty then the rule of law might actually have an
opportunity to work I1 think this observation again indicates
that president clarkdarkoark had one notion of how the world should
be structured which obviously gets in the way of his strong
feelings about absolute sovereignty and interferencenoninterferencenon in the
internal affairs of states

TOM ALEXANDER

one of the things that hasnchasn t been raised in the papers
or in this discussion is president clarkdarkoark s rather selective use
of historical evidence in making the points that he tries to
make consider his use for instance of the nineteenth century
as an example for the united states the united states was
the aggressor in the mexican war we were belligerentcobelligerentco
with france during the war of 1812 we annexed samoa
tried to annex hawaii and eventually did why should this
be taken as an example of american benevolence or non
involvement isncisn t this really what you pointed out martin
when you spoke of him as a critic and where there is a se-
lective use of historical evidence to support his point of view
I1 was surprised that jim did not see this he is the historian
in the group

MARTIN HICKMAN

president clarkdarkoark s renunciation of the mexican war is the
kind of evidence that makes one feel that he was at least at-
tempting to be objective in his selection besides I1 thought I1
had learned from you tom that there is no such thing as an
objective historian

TOM ALEXANDER

it is true clarkdarkoark did criticize the war with mexico and I1

think it is awfully clear in that quotation where he says that
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we were never wholly right nor wholly wrong that he would
at least try to be objective but he also had a tendency and
I1 think all of us do to over idealize I1 would say that such things
as our supporting the independence of panama or taking pana-
ma from colombia do not fit with his view of the nineteenth
century I1 think he does become a bit too selective but maybe
he is speaking in generalities he puts world war I1 as the
cutoffcut off date and maybe we are all guilty of the same kind of
thing he also leaves out our acquisition of territory from the
indians which was going on throughout this period and which
is hardly an example of benevolence

MARTIN HICKMAN
president clarkdarkoark shared in the blindness of generations of

americans about the indians and I1 do not think you can
hardly blame him for that

TOM ALEXANDER

I1 can blame you brethren for not pointing it out

DAVID YARN

I1 would like to say that he was not blind to this point
there are documents that you brethren have not examined
which show that he was very critical of the united states with
reference to the acquisition of all the property west of the
mississippi river

MICHAEL STEWART

Is there really a foundation for clark to say that this
second period of american history 190019171900 1917 is the glorious
period in american history

ROBERT JORDAN
I1 think the disaster of world war I1 really fundamentally

frustrated an evolution in which president clarkdarkoark was very in-
fluentialfluentialial the non convening of the third hague peace con-
ference signalledsignalled the end of that period of relative self
restraint in the international politics of states that had existed
since 1815

I1 agree with martin that president clarkdarkoark was not trying
to argue policy after he returned to private life he was trying
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to argue for a return to a kind of world politics which had
been overturned by world war 1I it would be in that context
that he said that the second period waswdsads the glorious period
because the third period was a fundamental change in the
nature of the world political system in which armaments
ideology and hostility tended to be paramount features of in-
ternationalternational politics I1 am not at all sure that we should elevate
that second period too high maybe if we set aside the third
period he would be somewhat critical of that second period
also

RAY C HILLAM

I1 think we should remember that the nineteenth century
or second period was the golden age of arbitration in interna-
tional affairs and that president clarkdarkoark was part of this move-
ment as it extended into the twentieth century

DAVID BOHN

I1 am wondering about what seems to be a very strong bias
against conflict if you are on the bottom and you look up to
see great britain at the top of her empire or the united
states you might view the use of violence as the only means
of rebalancing the distribution of what you conceive to be
important now if we could base our view of the world on
the premise that all people are good and all states will look
towards some common means of justice toward the distribu-
tion of awards then we probably could accept clarkdarkoark s view
about peaceful settlement but this may not be so for many
people

ROBERT JORDAN

first let me say that a system of law tends to be a con-
servativeservative system I1 mean this in the sense of edmund burke
As I1 was reading through ed firmage s paper on president
clarkdarkoark it struck me that president clarkdarkoark argues more in favor
of the status quo than he does in favor of change and I1 think
that this is a point that firmage and others on the panel are
trying to make it would be fair to say that president clarkdarkoark
was a conservative in the burkeanburdean sense this does not mean
that he was opposed to all change because obviously even
while condemning conflict categorically as when he used the
word murder to describe killing at the outbreak of world
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war 11II when it was considered a patriotic duty to kill one s

enemy he was very sensitive to the necessity for peaceful or
nonviolentnon violent change and the adjustment of interests between
disputing parties but the sum total of a legalistic approach
to the settlement of international disputes tends to favor the
status quo

MARTIN HICKMAN

I1 think it was louis hartz who said that the problem with
american conservatives is that whenever they look backward
to what they ought to conserve the only thing they can find
is a revolutionary condition there is some real truth in this
observation but the very point about president clarkdarkoark is that
he knew this revolutionary tradition he wanted to conserve
it at home and he would have liked to have seen it perpetuated
elsewhere as he wanted others to have the same freedoms as
the united states he did not believe that you could give that
to people but somehow people could win that for themselves
because human nature everywhere is enough the same that
they would struggle for those kinds of freedoms you may
disagree with this assumption but you cannot accuse president
clarkdarkoark of wanting to preserve the status quo in the rest of the
world in fact he was a revolutionary in the american tra-
dition he would have been pleased to see a similar revolution
in the rest of the world

DAVID BOHN

Is there a difference between the domestic use of revolu-
tion and its international use

MARTIN HICKMAN

let me put it this way he would let these people work
out their own revolution in their own way

ROBERT JORDAN
1I think I1 have to differ slightly with martin on this this

is the beauty of discussing a man s writings who is not here
you know I1 hope he will forgive us president clarkdarkoark s view
of history is burkeanburdeanBurkean he says that the totality of the evolu-
tion of society ought to be cherished and preserved and this
accretion is usually defined in terms of the present whatever
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that present might be A conservative has an abiding respect
for tradition or what came before in this sense president
clarkdarkoark was a conservative

now on the other hand I1 am not at all sure that I1

would agree with martin that president clarkdarkoark would advocate
a revolutionary approach toward other states one point we
have not made clear and probably jim allenalienailen s paper sug-
gested it is that president clarkdarkoark believed firmly that the

natural order according to which men should organize
themselves politically is that of the nation state and the nation
state system he had great respect for the paramountcy of the
nation state for its right to manage its domestic affairs and
for the right of the nation state not to have other states inter-
vene in that sense I1 think that president clarkdarkoark would be
apt to accept the diversity of various national political systems
regardless of whether they would be revolutionary in the liberal
democratic sense I1 will just give you a quote

we lived or we died we prospered or suffered as determined
between us and our government he is talking about us
the family of nations cannot exist on any other principle
than their freedom in all matters of domestic policy nor
can individual states and the existence of states for the
due ordering of all society is of far more importance than
the temporary suffering of any group large or small within
a state every state member of the family of nations
must be its own master as to its own nationals we have
always claimed this right unqualified for ourselves

JAMES ALLEN

bob while that may be true is it not also possible that
since he believed the constitution to be inspired since he
was so strong on the first amendment that martin talked
about that still implicityimplicitly we have to say that he would have
liked to see other countries develop the way we have and get
their freedoms although he certainly would not want to im-
pose it as you said

ROBERT JORDAN

I1 do not think there is any doubt this is one of the di-
lemmas that I1 pointed out in my earlier remarks how can
one be an advocate of the universality and rightness of the
american system of liberal democracy and at the same time
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ascribe almost total responsibility to the state of whatever
kind to manage its own affairs

MARTIN HICKMAN

there is no dilemma here because the only tradition he had
any respect for was the tradition of limited government he
had absolutely no respect for the tradition of the civil law and
the tyranny which existed on the continent of europe so
when you say he is a conservative in the burkeanburdean sense it is
true if you are looking at the tradition of limited government
president clarkdarkoark would have looked with favor on the united
states staying at home and providing an example for revolu-
tionary governments which had as their purpose the establish-
ment of limited government and he would have shed no tears
over the abandonment of the traditions which were contrary
to limited government

ROBERT JORDAN

martin and I1 seem to end up in a vague area of semi agree
ment president clarkdarkoark saw the american political experience
as a beacon for the rest of the world to look toward and
perhaps emulate but my point is that he was not willing to
go so far as to say that the united states should try to
organize the world in its own image I1 think that my quota-
tion indicates that he would go a long way to allow other
governments to do what they please with their own people

DOUG TOBLER

I1 have a question relating to this moral imperative what
happens if there is evidence that the moral imperative in this
country is slipping can the country be a beacon for others
if it is morally changing and if the high standards established
by the founding fathers are no longer demonstrable

ROBERT JORDAN

I1 touched upon that in my earlier remarks in order to be
an example for the rest of the world one must be morally
true to oneself in nearly all of his speeches after 1939 and
especially after 1945 president oarkdarkclark deplored the way in
which the united states had arranged its affairs he felt very
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strongly that we had surrendered a good bit of our right to
have a moral claim upon other states

DOUG TOBLER

then I1 would ask to what extent is much of what he
said invalidated if the country does not now have the same
moral characteristics then his prescription for the country and
for the world is no longer applicable

NEAL MAXWELL

I1 certainly agree with what bob and martin have said
about the eloquence of example it seems to me that we teach
and learn by several ways with the exhortation way which
we tried in america we tried to tell people how to do things
that does not work we tried explanation and telling them
how we do it that doesndoean t work that does not mean we do
not have a significant message for the world the absence
of the model does not argue for its invalidity it seems to me
it argues for a kind of self renewal that would permit us to
perform this function but I1 do not see that it invalidates the
approach to human affairs that he offers it simply means
we are in trouble because the model is tarnished

HENSON LADY

what do you think we can do at the brigham young
university should we work for a restoration

JAMES ALLEN

I1 would think that BYU s role is to provide an educational
opportunity so that the students can understand the basis on
which president clarkdarkoark made his decision and the basis upon
which other people make political decisions that is really
the purpose of this symposium I1 think it would not be wise
for us to go so far as to take direct political action if
that is what you are suggesting

NEAL MAXWELL

I1 think the admonition of the prophet joseph to teach
them correct principles and they will govern themselves
functions here with regard to our style of education it would
be wrong to politicize a university even for purposes that
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would be laudable in a way a university loses the same kind
of integrity that a country loses when it becomes too involved
in political activism so it is the individual man against the
world and it seems to me that that is one of the great and
unique things that can occur on this campus rather than
mounting any special kind of crusade or trying to call any
special kind of cadence in an organized way it is my belief
that the mormon expectation about our rendezvous with
destiny concerning the united states rests precisely on the
likelihood that we can have president clarks in positions where
their influence and voice canbecabbecan be heard

STEWART GROW

my first contact with president clarkdarkoark occurred when I1

was a senior at BYU I1 was considering a career in the for-
eign service so I1 went to talk to him I1 appreciated his
generosity good counsel and his fine human qualities I1

think it is important as we evaluate his speeches and his com-
ments that we be aware of his role at that time there were
times in his career when he was prescriptive this was true
particularly during and shortly after his public career after
world war 11II 1I think brother clarkdarkoark looked upon himself as
a critic in fact I1 have heard him say that the people criticize
me for not saying how things should be done instead of point-
ing out what is wrong with the way they are being done if
we look on his critical period as being prescriptive then I1 think
we misread brother clarkdarkoarkclareciare if we assume that his criticism
of international organizations means that they are totally
wrong I1 think it is not reading him accurately I1 would urge
this bit of caution

PAUL V HYER

I1 have a quotation here that I1 think is relevant it is more
or less a statement of one of his political articles of faith

I1 am a profound believer in the aggregate and accumulative
wisdom of the people no one man and no aristocracy of men
or of minds has an equivalent wisdom if we adopt as the
purpose of government jeremy bentham s great statement
regarding the purpose of all legislation the greatest happi-
ness to the greatest number I1 am by intellectual in-
heritance and by conviction a believer in the rights and
wisdom of the people I1 have every confidence in democratic
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government which brings into play the mass intelligence of
the people for however imperfect that intelligence may at
times appear however much it may on occasion seem to be
misled by scheming minorities or to be the victim of un-
reasonable passion yet in the long run the intelligence of
the people will finally assert itself and from the play of
that intelligence will come the greatest growth and uplift
of mankind

ROBERT JORDAN
I1 have one final comment about president J reuben clarkdarkoark

I1 think he is inspiring to read he deplores human nature as
it exists he is not very optimistic that it will change but he
argues for change he argues for a kind of human person-
ality and behavior more on the lines of what christ taught
tolerance compassion self restraint nonviolencenon violence these are
the qualities he advocated for states as well as for each of us
as individual children of god

NEAL MAXWELL

I1 think we can tell much about each other by how we
handle power I1 am told by those close to president clarkdarkoark that
during the time he was a counselor to presidents of the
church who were ill he took a completely constitutional ap-
proach to his delegated power in one case he went almost
every day to president grant s home to make sure that his
stewardship was intact deeply concerned that the president
of the church make the decisions and not himself I1 suppose
when the history of the church is written he alone among
all the many counselors will loom largest in terms of his
impact this was the result of his skills and abilities since
we have talked about him as a conservative he had an inter-
esting view about church government soon after he was
appointed to the first presidency he began to raise questions
about certain procedural precedents that had built up over
time he would press his colleagues although he was new to
the group saying where did that rule come from if we
made it speaking for the presidency and the twelve then
we can change it if it is divinely given then it falls of
course outside our control that was a very healthy thing and
we need to see him as having that kind of probing curiosity
it was as much a part of the man as was his conservative
nature few of us could be examined by such a panel as we
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have assembled here today and come up nearly as well as he
does he was tremendously consistent and yet he was muilti
faceted it is important to see the many dimensions of this
man

J REUBEN CLARK III111ili
I1 have been amazed that we clarks who are here today

have all kept so quiet for clarks that is pretty good and I1

know that dad would have enjoyed this discussion if he had
been here today partly because of the humor that has been
inin it

oe
I1 now know that all the wisdom of the past is for our use
and that the only place we can learn that wisdom which
comes from all that men have thought worked and suffered
for and achieved is from books I1 am grateful for
my library because it enables me to spend part of my time
with the greatest minds of all history both in the religious
and the secular worlds that have left records of their
thoughts I1 feel that in this I1 have one of the greatest
blessings that my life has brought me

J reuben clarkdarkoark jr


